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A Multi-band Antenna for Kayaks and Boats  30
Bil Paul, KD6JUI
Operate this vertical dipole on 6 to 80 meters with the help of your antenna tuning unit.

Controlling Unwanted Feed Line Resonance in VHF Vertical Antennas  33
John Stanley, K4ERO
Radiating currents on the feed line of vertical antennas can be tamed by a methodical approach.

Measure Inductance with a Digital Volt Meter  37
Paul Danzer, N1II
A simple circuit to help solve the “junk box problem.”

Safety First!  39
Part 1 — Station Power.

Product Review  45
Mark Wilson, K1RO
Elecraft K3S HF and 6 Meter Transceiver; BridgeCom Systems BCM-220 222 MHz FM Transceiver; FlexRadio Systems Maestro Control Console; KN2C DDF2020T Radio Direction Finder; Siglent Technologies SSA3021X Spectrum Analyzer and TG-SSA3000X Tracking Generator; QRP Labs Ultimate 3S Multimode Beacon Transmitter Kit; PackTenna Mini End-Fed Wire Antennas
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Second Century  9
Tom Gallagher, NY2RF
The Noise Frontier

NPOTA Adventures in Paterson Great Falls National Historical Park  77
Susan Frank, K6SKT
A New Jersey club’s operation, run in conjunction with the park’s Science Fair, resulted in hundreds of children learning about ham radio.

The Volunteer Spirit: Finding It, Focusing It, and Keeping It Alive  80
T. J. “Skip” Arey, N2EI
From Elmers to ARRL Board positions and everything in between, volunteers are the lifeblood of Amateur Radio. Here are some tips for engaging would-be helpers, and retaining the ones who are already contributing.

Online Log Upload for ARRL Contests  82
Ward Silver, N0AX
A new web-based tool is the best and easiest way to submit your log.

The Bill Leonard, W2SKE, Professional Media Award  84
Sean Kutzko, KX9X
Nominations are due by December 2, 2016.

The Road to the White House, Ham Radio Style  85
Caryn Eve Murray, KD2GUT
How the Great South Bay Amateur Radio Club mounted the first major National Parks on the Air activation of this “extremely sensitive” National Park Service unit.

National Parks on the Air — November 2016  87
Sean Kutzko, KX9X
A wrap-up of NPS Centennial Week, and the arrival — and activation — of yet another unit.

Happenings  88
Rick Lindquist, WW1ME
H.R. 1301 passes in the House of Representatives; ARRL recommends a noise floor study, ARRL election news; more.
Our Cover
November means it’s time for QST’s annual Product Review issue! Our cover features the items we’re reviewing this month, Center: Elecraft K3S HF and 6 meter transceiver; From the bottom right, moving clockwise: QRP Labs Ultimate 3S beacon transmitter; BridgeCom BCM-220 220 MHz FM transceiver; Siglent Technologies SSA3021X spectrum analyzer; FlexRadio Systems Maestro control console; KN2C DDF2020T radio direction finder; and the PackTenna Mini end-fed wire antennas. [FJS Photography photo]
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